
CCR PRACTICES 1 2 3 4 5 Score
Makes sense of 

problems and 
perseveres in 
solving them

Requires teacher or 
partner assistance 
in representing and 
solving all problems.

Uses manipulatives, 
illustrations, and/or 
numbers to represent 
problems.  Requires 
assistance when 
solving most problems.

Uses manipulatives, 
illustrations, and/or 
numbers to represent 
and solve problems.  
Requires assistance 
when solving some 
problems.

Uses manipulatives, 
illustrations, and/or 
numbers to represent 
and solve problems.  Is 
able to create and solve 
original word problems.  
Does not ask questions 
when a new skill is not 
understood.

Uses manipulatives, 
illustrations, and/or 
numbers to represent 
and solve problems. Is 
able to create and solve 
original word problems.  
Perseveres and asks 
questions when learning a 
new skill.

Reasons 
abstractly and 
quantitatively

Is unable to represent 
or manipulate any of 
the quantities.

With assistance, 
represents and 
manipulates the 
quantities.  Has 
difficulty understanding 
the meaning of the 
quantities.

With assistance, 
represents and 
manipulates the 
quantities and explains 
their relationships.  Does 
not always use the 
correct quantities and 
symbols.

Represents and 
manipulates the 
quantities and explains 
their relationships. Uses 
the correct quantities 
and symbols but 
makes mistakes during 
computation.

Represents and 
manipulates the quantities 
and explains their 
relationships. Attends to 
details during computation, 
using the correct quantities 
and symbols.

Constructs viable 
arguments and 

critiques the 
reasoning of 

others

Requires assistance 
in generating an 
argument.  Does 
not listen to the 
reasoning of others.

Makes a flawed 
argument because the 
problem was not read 
or reviewed carefully.  
Is able to listen to the 
reasoning of others.

Makes an argument but 
does not use enough 
evidence to justify 
conclusion.  Is able to 
listen to the reasoning of 
others.

Justifies conclusion 
by referring to objects, 
pictures, or diagrams 
but has difficulty acting it 
out. Is sometimes able to 
defend, refute, or improve 
the arguments of others.

Justifies conclusion by 
acting it out or referring 
to objects, pictures, or 
diagrams. Is able to 
defend, refute, or improve 
the arguments of others.

Models with 
mathematics

Is unable to use 
illustrations, charts, 
or numbers to solve 
the problem.

With assistance uses 
illustrations, charts, 
and/or numbers to 
solve the problem.

For most of the activity is 
able to use illustrations, 
charts, and/or numbers 
to solve the problem.

Uses illustrations, charts, 
and/or numbers to solve 
the problem. Not all work 
is accurate.

Uses illustrations, charts, 
and/or numbers to solve 
the problem. Work is 
complete and accurate.

Uses appropriate 
tools strategically

Is unable to choose 
the correct tools.  
Does not use the 
tools appropriately.

Determines which tools 
to use to best complete 
the task. Requires 
assistance in order to 
use the tools.

Determines which tools 
to use to best complete 
the task. Uses the 
tools to gain a deeper 
understanding of the 
concept.  Does not show 
work.

Determines which tools 
to use to best complete 
the task. Uses the 
tools to gain a deeper 
understanding of the 
concept. Shows but does 
not check answers.

Determines which tools 
to use to best complete 
the task. Uses the 
tools to gain a deeper 
understanding of the 
concept. Shows and 
checks all answers.

Attends to 
precision

Is unable to give 
clear explanations 
about work.

Is able to give 
explanations orally. 
Requires assistance 
when putting 
explanation into written 
form.

For most of the activity is 
able to give explanations 
orally and in written 
form. Requires some 
assistance writing about 
work.

Is able to give 
explanations orally and 
in written form. Can 
sometimes state the 
reason for a list, answer, 
or operation chosen.

Is able to give 
explanations orally and in 
written form. Can state the 
reason for a list, answer, 
or operation chosen.

Looks for and 
makes use of 

structure

Has little success 
identifying or using 
patterns or structures.

Requires assistance 
when identifying or 
using the pattern or 
structure.

Is able to identify a 
pattern or structure. 
Requires assistance 
using the pattern or 
structure.

Is able to identify a 
pattern or structure. 
Uses the pattern or 
structure correctly in most 
instances.

Is able to identify a pattern 
or structure. Uses the 
pattern or structure to 
complete the activity.

Looks for and 
expresses 
regularity 

in repeated 
reasoning

Requires assistance 
when looking for 
general methods, 
shortcuts, or 
repetition.

For some of the activity 
is able to find general 
methods, shortcuts, 
and repeating 
calculations.

Finds general methods 
and shortcuts. 
Sometimes notices 
repeating calculations.

Finds general methods 
and shortcuts. Notices 
repeating calculations.

Finds general methods 
and shortcuts. Is able to 
use repeating calculations 
to make conclusions.

Masters skills Masters 25% of 
the skills from the 
activity but cannot 
apply them to other 
situations.

Masters 50% of the 
skills from the activity 
but struggles to 
apply them to other 
situations.

Masters 75% of the skills 
from the activity and 
can apply them to other 
situations 50% of the 
time.

Masters 100% of the 
skills from the activity 
and can apply them to 
other situations 75% of 
the time.

Masters 100% of the 
skills from the activity and 
can demonstrate them 
100% of the time in other 
situations.
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